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Abstract 

The response-ability to the external and internal environmental 

condition qualifies the smart polymer material to be successfully 

applied in artificial muscle, drug delivery and water treatment. A 

three-dimensional polymer network based on the phenyl monomer, 2-

phenoxy ethyl acrylate (PEA), was polymerized under ultraviolet 

(UV) radiation using the Darocur 1173 as an initiator of the 

polymerization reaction, and the 1,6-hexane-diol diacrylate (HDDA) 

as a chemical cross-linker. The analysis of the thermophysical 

properties of this elaborated polymeric material represents the main 

goal of the present work. The infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and the 

dynamic scaling calorimetry (DSC) were used to examine, 



 

  

 

 

respectively, the vibration of the carbon double bond (C=C) and the 

glass transition temperature Tg. It is found that parameters, the rate of 

reticulation and monomer composition have a remarkable effect on 

the variation of Tg. The swelling behavior of the cross-linked 

poly(PEA/ HDDA) was investigated; the effects of solvent nature, the 

degree of cross-linking, temperature and chemical structure have a 

significant influence on material swelling properties. The theoretical 

investigation based, especially on the Voigt model, Flory–Rehner 

theory and solubility approximation, permits to give much 

information about several parameters such as the swelling time 

constant, swelling equilibrium constant, solubility prediction, entropy 

and enthalpy. It ended interestingly that the Voigt model shows a 

good agreement with swelling experimental results. 

 

Keywords Cross-linked network · UV photopolymerization · Glass 

transition temperature · Swelling · Voigt model 
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Introduction 

Intelligent material has a smart behavior toward the internal and 

external conditions such as temperature [1], pH of the medium [2], 

magnetic and electric field [3, 4]. The investigation of the intelligent 

comportment of such material was the principle motivation for many 

researchers and encourages them to invent mechanisms, techniques, 

experimental and theoretical tools [5, 6]. 

Among the experimental method, the swelling study permits to 

analyze the physical properties of substances [7, 8]. Material with 

swelling capacity can be used in numerous applications; in drug 

delivery, the polymer networks can be used to release a medicament 

after swelling in the stomach; pH in this application was considered 

as a stimulus [9]. In the oil and gas sector, swelling elastomers have 

been successfully deployed in zonal isolation where it is used to 

separate between unwanted and production zones, and this permits to 

avoid the mixing of redundant fluids. Furthermore, it can be applied 

to be a partial replacement of cement and to slim the down of wells 

[10]. It helps also to improve the volume of production and the 

recovery rate of hydrocarbons, thus reducing the impact on the 

environment. Additionally, the swelling polymer has been widely 

used for the cleanup of the water surface from organic solvents and 



 

  

 

 

petroleum waste [11–13]. 

The phenomenon of swelling of polymer networks is a classical 

subject of polymer science. Many years ago, Flory and Rehner [14] 

developed a theory of rubber elasticity, suggesting that the swelling 

equilibrium is reached when the osmotic pressure of small solvent 

molecules that promote swelling is balanced by the elastic forces at 

the cross-links opposing network strand extension. In 1978, Tanaka 

[15] discovered that polymer gels change volume discontinuously and 

reversibly in response to external environmental changes such as pH, 

temperature and solvent composition. Since the discovery of this 

phenomenon, the study of polymer gels has progressed rapidly. 

Recently, Kowalski et al. [16] studied the effect of the structure on 

the swelling properties of poly(acrylic acid) high methylated pectin 

hydrogels which are obtained by free radical polymerization/grafting 

reaction. It was found that the introduction of a small amount of 

pectin to the hydrogel increases the swelling capacity, but the further 

increase in pectin content causes a deterioration of these properties. 

Idaat et al. [17] evaluated the effect of monomer sequence along the 

network chain of polymer gels on the swelling behavior by utilizing 

two gel synthetic methods, copolymerization and co-cross-linking. It 

was found that the swelling measurement of the obtained gels showed 
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totally different behaviors between the copolymerization and the co-

cross-linking gels. 

Bendahma et al. [18] presented a study about the removal of eosin Y 

from water; the three-dimensional poly(2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate)- designed poly(HEMA) was used as retention support. 

Uptake of water by swelling of hydrogel permits to the pollutant, 

eosin Y, to be well retained by the porous polymer network 

poly(HEMA). 

In the present work, the polymer network based on an aromatic 

acrylic monomer was elaborated by the UV light curing technique 

with many advantages such as the carries out at room temperature, no 

solvent required and time reduction. The difunctional monomer 

HDDA was used to cross-link the polymer chains which product a 

three-dimensional architecture of the elaborated polymer. 

To our knowledge of the literature, there is no study of the swelling and 

determination of thermophysical properties peculiarly for the polymer 

networks poly(2-phenoxy ethyl acrylate)-designed poly(PEA). The 

monomer 2-phenoxy ethyl acrylate was chosen for several reasons: (a) 

the presence of the aromatic ring in its chemical structure ensures 

thermal stability which makes it possible to obtain a thermally stable 

polymer material. (b) The structure of this monomer also makes it 



 

  

 

 

possible to obtain flexible materials unlike other aromatic polymers 

such as polystyrene which has a rigid structure. (c) The presence of the 

acrylate function, very reactive, allows a good conversion rate by 

photopolymerization under UV radiation. 

Polymer architecture was varied by two parameters, the degree of 

reticulation and the degree of copolymerization; the first parameter was 

increased by the increase in the HDDA cross-linker quantity, whereas 

the copolymerization was realized by the introduction of another 

monomer, named lauryl acrylate noted LA, as results, these parameters 

affected clearly the glass transition temperature Tg. 

The kinetics of swelling of the poly(PEA) was investigated  to examine  

the effect of solvent nature, two isotropic solvents, polar aliphatic and 

apolar aromatic, respectively, and toluene and MIBK were chosen to 

swell the polymer networks. It is found that toluene is a good solvent, 

whereas the MIBK is a bad solvent; this results due to the different 

chemical structures of solvents. Porosity was varied by the increase in 

the percentage of the difunctional monomer HDDA, consequently, a 

decrease in swelling in toluene and MIBK is noted, respectively, from 

130 to 55% and from 68 to 30%. Chemical structure factor was varied 

by the introduction of the monomer LA that has a long linear chemical 

structure; it noted an increase in the swelling rate due to the basic 
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chemical structure. The temperature was also varied; the phase diagram 

shows different behaviors in the case of the two previous solvents. 

On the other hand, the Voigt viscoelastic model consists of applying 

stress, in parallel, on an elastic spring and a viscous damper, which 

associated, respectively, to the two resistances of the network expansion 

and molecule diffusion. This model is considered as the best known and 

the most often applied to model the creep and relaxation behavior of 

polymer, especially in the study of hydrogels [19–21]. It is successfully 

applied in the present work, for the swelling study of poly(PEA) 

networks in organic solvents. 

The Voigt viscoelastic model allows for analyzing the present swelling 

results. In fact, theoretical parameters, the time swelling constant 

explain the diffusion of toluene/MIBK solvents and the equilibrium 

constant explains the plate obtained, many equations were proposed to 

explain the present experimental results, and it noted the good 

correlation between experimental and theoretical results. 

 

Experimental part 

Materials 

The acrylic monomer used in this study is 2-phenoxy ethyl acrylate 

(PEA) that was provided, by Sigma-Aldrich. Lauryl acrylate (LA) 



 

  

 

 

(from RAHN AG). The cross- linking agent is 1,6-hexane-diol 

diacrylate (HDDA) (obtained from Cray Valley, France). The 

photopolymerization agent used is 2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-pro- 

pane-1 (Darocur 1173, from Ciba Geigy). The chemical structures of 

the different components are shown in Fig. 1. The two solvents used 

in this study are toluene and methyl isobutyl ketone MIBK purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

Sample preparation and FTIR examination 

The elaboration of polymer networks was made by irradiating the 

mixtures of three basic components (monomer, cross-linker and 

photoinitiator) using a UV lamp (Philips TL08 type with a 

wavelength characteristic, λ = 365 nm and intensity of I0 = 1.5 

mW/cm2) in an inert atmosphere, created by a stream of nitrogen gas 

cir- culating in a quartz chamber that contains the sample holder (a 

cylindrical Teflon mold). 

Fourier transform infrared FTIR spectra were recorded in the range  

of 4000–600 cm−1 with PerkinElmer Frontier FTIR model 

spectrometer, in ATR mode, with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1. The 

number of scans accumulated was 16. 

The reagent solution was examined by FTIR, before and after 
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2-phenoxy ethyl acrylate (PEA) Lauryl acrylate (LA) 

polymerization.  20 min was the time of exposition under UV light, to 

achieve a quasi-complete conversion of monomers (98%) in the 

precursor system; however, Fig. 2 shows the quasi-total disappearance 

of the acrylate characteristic band (C=C) at 1635 cm−1. The cross-

linked polymers networks obtained based on poly(PEA) and poly 

(PEA- co-LA) were flexible and optically transparent. 

 

 

Darocur 1173 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate (HDDA) 

Fig. 1 Chemical structure of the components of the initial mixtures 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Illustration of the disappearance of the characteristic band of 

acrylates (C=C) at 1635 cm−1 

 

Differential scanning calorimetry DSC 

The glass transition temperature and heat capacity were determined 

by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a PerkinElmer Pyris 

Diamond DSC 8000 apparatus. Samples of about 5 mg were analyzed 

under nitrogen gas flow at a heating rate of 10 °C/min from − 72 to 

230 °C. 
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Swelling measurements 

To study the swelling kinetic behavior, a cylindrical sample was 

weighed and immersed in a different solvent at room temperature. 

The sample was taken out at regular intervals of time, wiped with a 

filter paper to remove the free liquid on the surface and then 

weighted. The degree of swelling is calculated from the following 

expression 1: 

 
(1) 

where τ (%) is the degree of swelling. mt is the weight of the swollen 

network at time 

t. m0 is the weight of initially dried network. 

 

Theoretical part 

The exploitation of the Voigt viscoelastic model allows analyzing 

efficiently the swelling kinetics results. The Flory–Rehner model 

permits to determine the phase diagrams of the polymer/solvent 

mixture. 

The thermodynamic parameters especially, the enthalpy, entropy and 

free energy, were determined by van’t Hoff’s equation. The solubility 

calculation predicts the solubility of polymer networks in the chosen 



 

  

 

 

solvent. 

 

The Voigt model 

The Voigt model is based on Eq. 2 which relates between swelling 

rate and two important parameters, the swelling time constant and the 

power parameter. 

 

(2) 

where Q(t) is the rate of swelling at time t. Qmax called the power 

parameter which measures the resistance to the polymer network 

expansion and the equilibrium degree of swelling. τs called the 

swelling time constant or rate parameter which measures the 

resistance to solvent diffusion. 

 

Solubility model 

It is theoretically possible to predict, approximately the solubility of 

the polymer in a solvent, as expressed by Eq. 3: 

 
(3) 

where δp is the solubility parameter of the polymer and δs is that of 

the solvents calculated by the method of Hoftyzer and Van  Krevelen 

(HVK) [22, 23] as it is expressed in Eq. 4. The units for these 
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i d i i 

parameters are (MPa)1/2. The solubility parameter can be expressed 

according to the three solubility parameter: 

 
(4) 

where δd, δp and δh are the Hansen solubility parameters for the 

dispersion, polar and hydrogen bonding interactions, respectively, 

which can be estimated from the group contributions using Eqs. 5, 6 

and 7: 

 

(5) 

 

(6) 

 

(7) 

F and Fp are, respectively, the molar attractant constants for the 

dispersive and polar components. Eh is the cohesion energy that 

describes the contribution of the hydrogen bond, and this parameter is 

calculated based on the Small method [24]. V is the molar volume of 

the unit of material. 

 



 

  

 

 

. Σ 

Phase diagrams 

The phase diagrams provide information on the thermodynamic 

stability of the coexistence phases as a function of temperature and 

composite. Experimentally, it can be obtained by plotting temperature 

versus solvent weight fraction (φS) which can be calculated from Eq. 

8: 

 
(8) 

The phase diagrams can be determined by means of the FloryRehner 

theory. 

 

Flory–Rehner theory 

The main hypothesis of this theory is that the change in free energy 

consists of sepa- rable and additive quantities [25]. These are the free 

energy of mixing ΔGmix and the free energy of elastic strain ΔGel as 

expressed in Eq. 9: 

(9) 

In order to determine the phase diagram, the chemical potential which 

can be obtained from the derivative of the free energy. The chemical 

potentials [26] of solvent and polymer noted, respectively, μs and μp, 

are defined on Eqs. 10 and 11 as follows: 
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(10) 

 

(11) 

where P is the pressure, T is the absolute temperature, ns and np are 

numbers of molecules of solvent and polymers, respectively. 

Equations 12 and 13 correspond to the chemical potentials of the 

solvent and the polymer, respectively, obtained from Eqs. 10 and 11: 

 

 

(12) 

 

(13) 

where the elasticity parameters α and β are obtained from Petrovic 

model, Eq. 14:[27] 

 

(14) 

where α and β represent the network elasticity parameters. f being the 

functionality of the monomers. kB is the Boltzmann constant. φS and 

φP represent, respectively, the volume fraction of the solvent and the 



 

  

 

 

polymer. Nc represents the average number of repetitive units at two 

consecutive cross-linking points. φ0 is the volume fraction of the 

polymer network in the reference state (dried network). χ is the 

interaction parameter of Flory–Huggins. 

 

Thermodynamic quantities, ΔH, ΔS, ΔG 

In order to calculate the heat of absorption ΔH, the equilibrium 

absorption constant Ks was calculated from considerations of the 

equilibrium process occurring in the liquid phase at constant 

temperature and pressure, as expressed on Eq. 15: 

 

(15) 

Thus, by realizing the relations between Ks and various 

thermodynamic quantities, enthalpy ΔH and entropy ΔS can be 

calculated using Eq. 16 of van’t Hoff [28]. 

 

 

(16) 

ΔG values were obtained using the expression 17: 

 
(17) 
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Results and discussion 

Glass transition examination 

To examine the glass transition temperature, two parameters will be 

varied, the degree of cross-linked and the degree of co-monomers. 

 

Influence of the degree of cross-linking 

As shown in Fig. 3, the increase in the cross-linker percentage 

increases the glass transition temperature of a polymer matrix 

poly(PEA/HDDA). This effect can be explained in terms of the 

internal mobility of the system. Indeed, the presence of cross-linking 

points between the polymer chains reduces the overall mobility of the 

system. Thus, a reduction in the mobility of the molecules leads to an 

increase in the Tg because it requires more thermal energy to cause the 

movements of the polymer chains. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 DSC thermograms of polymer networks poly(PEA/HDDA) 

 

On Fig. 4, the Tg increases as the degree of cross-linking increases 

and seems to be exponential. On Fig. 5, the evolution of the heat 

capacity ΔCp (related to the glass transition) as a function of the 

degree of cross-linking is presented. It appears that cross-linking has 

no significant influence on ΔCp which remains substantially constant. 

 

Influence of the degree of comonomer 

Figure 6 represents the DSC thermograms of different copolymer 

networks (PEA-co-LA/0.1wt% HDDA). The addition of LA 
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monomer, from 0 to 10%, decreases the glass transition temperature 

Tg. 

 

Fig. 4 Glass transition temperature Tg versus (wt% HDDA) 

 

 

Fig. 5 Heat capacity ΔCp versus (wt% HDDA) 

 



 

  

 

 

Fig. 6 DSC thermograms of poly(PEA-co-LA/0.1wt% HDDA) 

networks 

 

Figure 7 shows a linear relationship between the glass transition 

temperature and the degree of lauryl acrylate (wt% LA). The static 

distribution of these aliphatic monomers, characterized by their long 

chains, makes the aromatic rings separate and away from those of 

monomers of PEA, which increases the internal mobility of the 

system and consequently the decrease in Tg values. 

On Fig. 8, the heat capacity decreases slightly as the degree of co-

monomer (wt% LA) increases. 
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Fig. 7 Glass transition temperature Tg versus (wt% LA) 

 

 

Fig. 8 Heat capacity ΔCp versus (wt% LA) 

 

Swelling behavior investigation 

The effects of the cross-linking agent and copolymerization on the 

swelling ratio were studied. The swelling time constant and 



 

  

 

 

equilibrium degree of swelling are obtained from Eq. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Kinetics swelling of poly(PEA/HDDA) networks in toluene. 

Solid curves are the fit to Eq. 2 

 

Fig. 10 Kinetics swelling of poly(PEA/HDDA) networks in MIBK. 

Solid curves are the fit to Eq. 2 
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Effect of the cross-linking agent 

The comparative study of the swelling behavior of poly(PEA/HDDA) 

in two solvents was presented; it is clear from Figs. 9 and 10 that the 

polymer network low cross-linked has the largest swelling, nature 

solvent effect shows a remarkable effect; in fact, the polymer network 

swells highly in toluene and attained a swelling rate about 130%, 

whereas in MIBK, the swelling rate is registered at 68%. Solubility 

approximation can be calculated based on Eq. 3, it concluded from 

Table 1 that toluene is more miscible with the poly(PEA) network 

than MIBK, which confirms the experimental results of swelling, for 

the system poly(PEA/0.1%wt HDDA). 

 

Table1:  The solubility of poly(PEA) model networks/ solvents. 

 



 

  

 

 

Based on Eq. 2, the experimental data permit to determine the τs and 

Qmax values. A good correlation is noted between theoretical and 

experimental data justified by the value of the coefficient of 

determination, R2 ≈ 0.99 for all curves. 

The variation of the swelling time constant τs as a function of the 

degree of cross-linking (wt% HDDA) is shown in Fig. 11. The linear 

relationship is determined and expressed in Eqs. 18 and 19 which 

relate between the two previous parameters, for the solvents, toluene 

and MIBK, respectively: 

 
(18) 

 
(19) 

where C represents the degree of cross-linking of polymer networks 

(%wt HDDA). 

Figure 12 illustrates a power–law relationship between the 

equilibrium degree of swelling and degree of cross-linker as you can 

see on Eq. 20: 

 

(20) 

where a and b are constants for an individual gel, and their values are 

shown in Table 2. 
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Fig. 11 Swelling time constant (τs) versus (wt% HDDA). Lines are 

guides to the eye 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 Equilibrium degree of swelling (Qmax) versus (wt% HDDA) 

  



 

  

 

 

Table 2 : Representation of the values a, b and the coefficient 

 of determination R2 for the two systems 

 

The diffusion of a solvent through a polymer matrix results in the 

relaxation of the polymer chains previously entangled. Thus, cavities 

are formed between the cross-linking points allowing mobility and 

diffusion of the solvent molecules. 

However, a highly cross-linked polymer structure will inhibit the 

transport process more than a low cross-linked polymer network 

because such chains are more closely bonded together and resist to 

the increase in the polymer porosity and consequently, increases the 

diffusion of solvent molecules and the energy required to create such 

porosity will be important. 

 

Effect of copolymerization 

Figures 13 and 14 show the influence of the copolymerization rate on 

the swelling kinetics. The increase in LA monomer improves the 

swelling in toluene and MIBK, respectively, from 130 to 200% and 
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from 68 to 120%. Using Eq. 2, a better fit was obtained to the 

experimental data. 

The variation of the swelling time constant τs as a function of the 

mass ratio of the co-monomer, lauryl acrylate (%wt LA) is illustrated 

in Fig. 15. The curves have a linear shape with a negative slope. This 

linear plot can be expressed for two systems poly(PEA)/toluene and 

poly(PEA)/MIBK, respectively, by Eqs. 21 and 22: 

 

(21) 

 

(22) 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 Kinetics swelling of poly(PEA-co-LA/0.1%wt HDDA) 

networks in toluene. Solid curves are the fit to Eq. 2 



 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 14 Kinetics swelling of poly(PEA-co-LA/0.1%wt HDDA) 

networks in MIBK. Solid curves are the fit to Eq. 2 

 

where C′ represents the ratio of the co-monomer (wt% LA). 

As the degree of lauryl acrylate (wt% LA) increases, the diffusion 

capacity of the solvent molecules inside the polymer network 

increases. This returns to two reasons, firstly, the geometric change of 

networks, i.e., a magnification at the mesh levels. Due secondly to the 

linear chemical structure of the new introduced monomer, therefore 

the interaction in the system, solvent/poly(PEA-co-LA), can be 

varied. 

The variation behavior of the equilibrium degree of swelling as a 

function of the degree of the co-monomer (wt% LA) is illustrated in 

Fig. 16. Equations 23 and 24 express the linear relationship found 
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between the equilibrium swelling 

 

 

  

Fig. 15 Swelling time constant (τs) versus (%wt LA). Lines are guides 

to the eye 

 

Fig. 16 Equilibrium degree of swelling (Qmax) versus (wt% LA). 

Lines are guides to the eye 

 



 

  

 

 

and degree of the co-monomer (wt% LA) for both systems swollen in 

toluene and MIBK, respectively. 

 

(23) 

 

(24) 

The swelling equilibrium increases proportionally with the degree of 

lauryl acrylate co-monomer (wt% LA). This is due to the internal 

mobility increases, which 

 

 

Fig. 17 Thermal effect on the kinetics swelling of poly(PEA/0.1wt% 

HDDA) networks in toluene. Solid curves are the fit to Eq. 2 
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Fig. 18 Thermal effect on the kinetics swelling of poly(PEA/0.1wt% 

HDDA) networks in MIBK. Solid curves are the fit to Eq. 2 

 

affect the elasticity and viscosity of the polymer chains; interestingly, 

these results were proved previously in glass transition examination, 

and a good correlation is noted between DSC and swelling results. 

 

Temperature effect 

Figures 17 and 18 show the influence of temperature on the swelling 

kinetics of the poly(PEA/0.1wt% HDDA) in toluene and MIBK, 

respectively. Note that the temperature slightly influences the Qmax in 

the case of MIBK; this influence is not observable in the case of 

toluene. However, this parameter has an influence on the rise of 

curves in both cases; at higher temperatures, the equilibrium is 



 

  

 

 

reached earlier than that at room temperature and a best theoretical 

fits to the experimental data are noted. 

The variation of the swelling time constant with the temperature is 

illustrated in Fig. 19. The behavior of the variation of the swelling 

time constant τs as a function of temperature for the two systems 

(poly(PEA/0.1wt% HDDA)/toluene and poly(PEA/0.1wt% 

HDDA)/MIBK) seems to follow the exponential law of Arrhenius, 

expressed on Eq. 25: 

 

(25) 

where τ0 is a given constant and Ea is the activation energy of the 

mobility chains, whose values are 30.45 kJ mol−1 and 48.33 kJ 

mol−1 for toluene and MIBK, respectively. 

 

Determination of phase diagrams 

Experimental phase diagrams are represented in the case of 

thermodynamic equilibrium for the flexible poly(PEA/0.1wt% 

HDDA) network swelled in toluene and MIBK. Each point of the 

curve corresponds to the swelling equilibrium values of the swelling 

kinetics curves. 

Figure 20 illustrates the variations of the temperature as a function of 
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the mass fraction of the solvent defined by Eq. 8. All systems show a 

large region on the left-hand side of the figure, where a single phase 

appears at low solvent volume fractions. The biphasic region of the 

polymer network and isotropic solvent can be found on the right hand 

side of the diagram. 

The phase diagram of the poly(PEA/0.1wt% HDDA) swollen in 

toluene is represented by a vertical line indicating independence with 

temperature. This is explained 

 

Fig. 19 Swelling time constant (τs) versus 1/T 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20 Phase diagrams experimental and theoretical of 

poly(PEA)/0.1wt% HDDA/solvents 

 

by the miscibility of solvents in the polymer network. In addition, it 

can be noted that the phase diagram of the poly(PEA/0.1wt% 

HDDA)-MIBK system is not linear; in fact, there is a slight 

temperature dependence corresponding to a low miscibility 

polymer/solvent. Using Eqs. 13 and 14, the theoretical phase 

diagrams were obtained and represented by solid-symbol lines. The 

phase diagrams calculated from the theoretical model show a good 

correlation with the experimental phase diagrams. 

 

Calculation of the thermodynamic quantities, ΔH, ΔS and ΔG 

Assuming that ΔH and ΔS remain constant during the temperature 

range studied (20–60 °C), in Fig. 21, the log Ks as a function of 1/T is 
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linear, and ΔH and ΔS are 

 

Fig. 21 van’t Hoff plot of log (Ks) versus de 1/T. Lines are guides to 

the eye 

 

obtained, respectively, from the intersection and the slope. These results 

are shown in Table 3. 

The positive ΔH values obtained for both solvents suggest that the 

absorption, in this case, is dominated by the Henry model [29] with 

endothermic contributions. However, ΔS values are positive. 

  



 

  

 

 

Table 3 Values of ΔH, ΔS and ΔG of the swelling process 

 

 

The change in ΔG was obtained using expression 17; the standard 

Gibbs absorption energy ΔG is positive at room temperature for the 

poly(PEA)/MIBK system which was an indication of the non-

spontaneity of the mixing solubility. In contrast, the negative value of 

ΔG of the poly(PEA)/toluene system indicates the feasibility and 

spontaneity of the swelling process. 

 

Conclusions 

A cross-linked poly(PEA) was elaborated by facile, cleanest method, the 

UV photopolymerization technique. Samples were studied by swelling 

and DSC characterization; the Voigt model was applied to analyze the 

swelling results. 

Based on the differential enthalpy analysis, the increase in the cross-

linking degree increases the glass transition temperature of poly(PEA), 

whereas the copolymerization by an aliphatic monomer decreases the 
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Tg temperature. This is due to the internal mobility of the system. 

The degree of swelling of poly(PEA) is proportional to the degree of 

copolymerization by aliphatic lauryl acrylate monomer; this is 

explained by the exploitation of  the Voigt viscoelastic model, and the 

model shows that the variation in swelling rate follows a power law 

related to the degree of cross-linking. The inclusion of a small amount 

of aliphatic lauryl acrylate monomer between the aromatic monomers 

of the main chains increases both the mobility and the viscosity of the 

chains; therefore, the degree of swelling is increased. 

Analysis of the swelling rates shows that toluene is a good solvent 

compared to MIBK. Theoretically confirmed by the calculation of the 

solubility parameter using the model Hoftyzer and Van Krevelen HVK, 

the solubility of poly(PEA) in toluene and MIBK is, respectively, 2.69 

and 8.06. 

The thermal study shows that the temperature does not influence the 

power parameter Qmax, but it has an effect on the rise to reach the 

plateau at equilibrium swelling. 

The temperature increases the chain’s flexibility of the polymer 

network, which activates the movement of the solvents molecules; 

consequently, their diffusion in polymer networks was more quickly. 

The variation of τs as a function of temperature has an exponential form 



 

  

 

 

that corresponds well to Arrhenius law. 

The free Gibbs energy indicates that ΔG is positive at 20 °C for the 

poly(PEA)/MIBK system which is an indication of the non-

spontaneity of the mixing solubility. The negative value of ΔG of the 

poly(PEA)/Toluene system indicates the feasibility and spontaneity of 

the swelling process. 
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